INSTANTANEOUS TRANSFORMATION®
Have you ever wondered what it would be like
to truly live in the moment? To have such an
innate sense of well being that external events
can't shake it? Now you can experience Ariel
and Shya Kane's revolutionary technology that
has supported millions of people in discovering
how to have more satisfying lives without
working on themselves or their “problems.”
This seminar is an exciting exploration that
opens the door to living in the moment.
Through discussions and laughter you will
discover how to be satisﬁed in all areas of
your life, relate in an honest and natural way,
remain centered during life's challenges,
eliminate stress and dissolve mechanical
behaviors that rob you of your spontaneity
and creativity. As a result you will take back
control of your own life.
The Kanes have found that the slightest shift
in one's reality can produce a quantum shift
in one's life - Instantaneous Transformation.

ARIEL & SHYA KANE
Ariel and Shya are internationally acclaimed
seminar leaders, consultants and awardwinning authors. They are expert guides
who, with great skill and humour, bring
people through the swamp of the mind into
the clarity and brilliance of the moment.
Since 1987, the Kanes have designed and
presented transformational seminars
across the United States, Europe, in Central
and South America, Australia and Indonesia.
Their clients include individuals and
couples, entrepreneurs, NYC Department
of Education and Fortune 500 companies.
They have taught for organizations such as
The United Nations Society for Enlightenment
and Transformation, Omega Institute and
Alternatives in London. The Kanes have
produced six books and their work has
inspired the creation of Say YES to Your
Life! Meetups around the world - from
New York City to Asia. They currently lead
seminars in NYC, New Jersey, Germany and
Costa Rica.

TRANSFORMATION IN
THE WORKPLACE

ARIEL & SHYA KANE

AUTUMN 2019 SEMINARS
IN HAMBURG · GERMANY

Being Here...Too, Short Stories of
Modern Day Enlightenment
Publisher:
ASK Productions, Inc.
ISBN: 978-1-888043204
Real, everyday stories that will
touch your heart and transform
your life.

Being Here with Ariel & Shya
Top-Rated Podcast/Radio Show since 2007
Listen and call-in live or hear archived episodes!
TransformationMadeEasy.com/beinghere/

OCTOBER 4 - 6, 2019

THE FREEDOM TO BREATHE

TRANSFORMATION IN
THE WORKPLACE

October 4, 2019
Friday: 9am - 5pm

October 5 & 6, 2019
Saturday & Sunday: 10am - 6pm

This course is designed for people who want
to dissolve the unconscious restrictions that
limit their lives. Using breath as a tool, it is
a gentle entry into the moment, which can
release past trauma, both emotional and
physical, and result in a dramatically expanded
sense of oneself.

Transformation in the Workplace is designed to
be a lively, fun and highly eﬀective exploration
into the nature of communication. In a
format that allows participants to realize the
nuances of true communication, this seminar
serves as a non-judgmental laboratory that
reveals and helps to dissolve those common,
unaware, reﬂexive behaviors that are counterproductive in a business environment. Through
interactive dialog, exercises and practical
demonstrations, participants discover their
own abilities as eﬀective communicators.

“I attended Shya and Ariel Kane’s The Freedom to
Breath seminar and it was truly transformational
and life changing! You will be empowered forever
to enjoy your life daily!”
- Dr. John Salerno - New York City
“My favorite part of The Freedom to Breathe
seminar was seeing how the participants
blossom – faces so soft yet vividly alive, loving
and powerful. Any thoughts of deficiency simply
dissolved and I was left with an experience of
profound well-being.”
- Sandy S. - Munich

Results reported by previous participants include:
• Ability to listen to clients and respond to their needs
• Increased productivity with less eﬀort
• More straightforward, natural and eﬀective
communication
• Greater job satisfaction and personal eﬀectiveness
• Less job related stress

REGISTRATION & INFORMATION
Stefanie Strelow
e-mail: st.strelow@t-online.de
Phone: +49 · 40 · 88 172 646 - Stefanie Strelow
Fax:
+49 · 40 · 88 172 647
Phone: +49 · 4108 · 41 88 95 - Stefanie Lueck
To register, please complete the registration form
enclosed and submit it to Stefanie Strelow above,
or register online: TRANSFORMATIONMADEEASY.COM.
Bank account: ASK Productions, Inc.
Commerzbank Hamburg
IBAN: DE78 2004 0000 0150 6062 00
BIC: COBADEFFXXX
THE FREEDOM TO BREATHE
Fee € 250 Deposit € 100
TRANSFORMATION IN THE WORKPLACE
Fee € 500 or € 450* Deposit € 150
BOTH COURSES - SPECIAL
Fee € 700 or € 625** Deposit € 250
*Early reg. discount of € 50 **Early reg. discount of € 75
Any participant who has a full deposit in by Wednesday,
May 15, 2019 will receive the early registration discount to
be taken at the time of ﬁnal payment.

BOTH
Practical Enlightenment

ENGLISH
GERMAN.

COURSES ARE CONDUCTED IN

AND TRANSLATED INTO

Working on Yourself Doesn’t Work:
3 Simple Ideas That Will

Publisher: ASK Productions, Inc. /

Instantaneously Transform Your Life

Waterfront Digital Press
ISBN: 978-1943625017

Publisher: McGraw-Hill

Available on Amazon

ISBN: 978-0071601085
“Proof that enlightenment can be
This acclaimed, life-changing book

effortless and easy – no mountain

shows you how to stop working

top required!”

on yourself and start living in the

- David Riklan,

moment.

Founder of SelfGrowth.com
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